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Constructing the Self, Composing the Other

Auto/Fixation and the Case of Michael Field

Rachel Morley, Macquarie University

The problem is that you can't talk about your private life in the course of doing your

professional work. You have to pretend that epistemology, or whatever you're writing about,

has nothing to do with your life, that it's more exalted, more important, because it (supposedly)

transcends the merely personal. Well I'm tired of the conventions… [1]

I am bleeding. I have tried to stop the flow but the pulsation refuses to cease. The red keeps on coming,
spilling onto the pages and into the bodily fissures and gaps of the two lives I am trying to re-member. It
doesn't disrupt me, but I fear it will interrupt others. I have been told I'm not supposed to be in this text.

Neat intervals. That's where I can appear. If I must. Clearly marked, explaining my presence, my reason
for interrupting the flow, the delivery, the unravelling of form. History and those grandfather-greats tell
me my place in the text creates air-bubbles - pocketed moments of auto - making biography
auto/biographical/bio(auto)graphy; slipping knots between the seemingly seamless divisions that
demarcate the now and the then, the past and the present, the beginning and the end. A life is a life is a
life. And I am me because my little biography knows me.

Perhaps that is why I am finding this so difficult to write? I am not used to taking up this space, this
auto/theoretical/biographical mass. I have been taught to be "objective," even though I know objectivity to

be a fallacy.It wasn't meant to be like this. And yet, I am already lodged deep within the walls of this text.

Writing lives will do this to you. Like the scraps of a love letter that emit dangerous possibilities,
biography is a story of erotics that can't help but sweat with autographic desire.

the end of the beginning of the end

"If you believe in the myth of objective fact and objective biography, the self is not supposed to be in
biography at all." [2] So writes Phyllis Rose in "Confessions of a burned-out biographer" (1996), a paper
that begins with an apology from the author:

I am sorry to say that I want to write about myself. That is the mark of the burned-out
biographer. The burned-out biographer is no longer willing to suppress herself in the service
of another. She no longer wants to express indirectly in terms of the narrative of another's life
the burning issues of her own… [3]

If Phyllis Rose has apologised, then so must I. I must admit that like so many "dissident" academics, I
too have fallen victim to the tendency in scholarly discourse to being pre-occupied almost as much with
myself writing as I am with the subjects I am writing about. Like Rose, I cannot help it. Like Tomkins, I am
happy to reject convention. Indeed, it would be dishonest not to. Because the deeper I look into the
bodies and minds of my subjects, the more some moment, some small shard of light leaps back and into
me, and the more my shaping of their lives begins to shape my own.

It is difficult for biographers to avoid meeting themselves in researching and crafting their studies. In
choosing a subject - and then selecting, constructing and editing moments of that subject's life,
biographers (either overtly or covertly), perform a very particular form of self-analysis in writing their
version of that individual's story. Freud noted that biographers often choose their biographical "heroes"
"for reasons of their personal emotional life," [4] a comment restated by Andre Maurois in his famous

book, Aspects of Biography(1929), in which he defined the genre as:

… a means of expression when the author has chosen his subject in order to respond to a



secret need in his own nature. It will be written with more natural emotion… because the
feelings of the hero will be the medium of the biographer's own feelings; to a certain extent it
will be autobiography disguised as biography… [5]

When I first started writing the biography of Katharine Harris Bradley (1846-1914) and Edith Emma
Cooper (1862-1913) - an English aunt and niece who wrote together under the pen name of Michael

Field - I was entirely unaware of the place I would come to have in the work. I thought I was writing their

life story; that it would be a relatively straightforward procedure of retracing the lives of two others
through letters, diaries and the like, and then arranging the detail to breathe life - so to speak - into the
bodies of the dead. I knew little of the problems of writing biography, or of the new wave of
"confessional" criticism that was creeping into academic discourse. [6]

In its earliest ruminations, my biography arose purely out of a commemorative urge. It aimed at bringing
two poets, whom I felt history had ignored, back into the public domain. It was to be a neat, simple story

- limbs re-membered, stitches invisible, body intact - a nice little book that might call itself Michael: A

Field Study or Dear Michael Field in recognition of the millions of words the couple wrote to each other
(and their friends) under the assumed identity. From a writer's point of view Katharine Bradley and Edith
Cooper were a biographical dream ripe for the picking - women, poets, literary dragsters and, according
to contemporary renderings, lovers. [7]

The story was extra-ordinary. Katharine helped raised Edith from an early age. The pair, (neither of
whom married), were inseparable, and when Edith was an adolescent, they began writing together as
"Michael Field," a poetic union that was to last until the end of their lives and which saw the publication
of 27 dramas, eight volumes of poetry and one masque. Working off the income of their combined
inheritances, they maintained a comfortable lifestyle, traveling widely to research their writings and
visiting friends like George Meredith, Oscar Wilde, Bernhard Berenson, John Gray and Robert Browning,
the last of whom was responsible for exposing their identities to the press.

I saw their lives in technicolour hues. Hatboxes, feathered plumes, velvet cushions, fading manuscript
books, jewelled wrists and necks. Bold bright colours, thick with textures and patterns. I saw their home,
just outside of London, nestled on a slope, overlooking the river and the Richmond Bridge. I saw their
friends visiting for cups of tea, poring over drafts and proofs, and admonishing or praising the pair for
work either poorly or expertly conceived. And, of course, I saw them. Together. Nestled down low at
night, whispering secrets, stolen moments, fractured selves.

But to the writing. The beginning was always going to be hard. I have trouble with beginnings and
biography is a further complication of the task. In beginning the writer must choose an event of
significance, a mark as it were, that distinguishes the soon-to-be-committed life on the page from the
otherwise ordinary or extraordinary lives it surrounds. A beginning is a mark of judgement; it is both birth
and death, a final point that says time stops and starts now.

Katharine (*note: sometimes spelt "Katherine) Harris Bradley and her niece Edith Emma Cooper died in
the dawning days of the First World War, the niece in 1913, her aunt seeing out the first of the bombs in
1914. By the time of their deaths, the world around them was changing, however, a self-assured safety
lay cushioned in the millions of words they'd written together.
Married in love but…

One paragraph in, an abject horror emerged. I couldn't find a voice. I was spitting out the words. These
flat faces on the page weren't the energetic bodies I'd dreamt of. This writing was factual, as far as the
"facts" themselves had been established, but I could not write a text like this. A text like this did not give
life to life-writing. It did not breathe life into the bodies of the dead. It did not do justice to the emotional
textures, the delicate hues and the punctuations of performance that my subjects exalted in their daily
living and in their capitulated (re)living. Not as I had figured them. Their lives were more than callous,
strangled "facts." A biography that started like this could not and would not answer the most interesting
questions about them. About why they had been forgotten, why they had been re-birthed and about the
forces leading to their rewriting. And it could not bring to life the intense heat I felt when my present
grazed up against their past, about the way I felt when I touched them - either through the artifacts they
left behind, or through the writings themselves. This writing could say nothing about what the Fields
meant to me, and what they had come to mean to others. This was dishonest biography.

It seemed there was a problem. Me. I kept creeping in, fleshing out the body of work with my own body



writing. I needed to find a new way to write.

I turned to what I knew best.

lineage

As Warwick Gould and Thomas F. Staley write in their introduction to the edited collection of essays

Writing the Lives of Writers (1998), there are two main elements of biography. The first is data collection
and arrangement - presenting the "facts" and ordering the material to create an on-the-page
representation of the subject through action, words and thoughts.[8] While this can be difficult if the
subject has not bequeathed letters, diaries and other records, it is on the whole, usually a manageable
feat.

For most biographers it is the second element that proves most daunting; that is, deciphering and

negotiating the relationship between writer and subject. In Footsteps: Adventures of a Romantic

Biographer (1985) Richard Holmes puts it thus:

[T]here is between them a ceaseless discussion, a reviewing and questioning of motives and
actions and consequences, a steady if subliminal exchange of attitudes, judgements and
conclusions. It is fictional, imaginary, because of course the subject cannot really, literally,
talk back; but the biographer must come to act and think of his subject as if he can. [9]

In writing, biographers seek understanding through the bodies they read and write. It is a dialogic act in
which writers must learn to navigate the other through particular discursive patterns. They seek to be
both in and out of the body of (an)other, while at the same time, remaining quietly within their own.

Traditionally, biographers have, at least on the surface, worked hard to keep the writer-self from slipping
into the text. With reverence to the codes of empiricism and rationalism, and the acclaimed virtues of

impersonal discourse (objectivity, factuality, truth), biographers have prided themselves on keeping the I
out of the writing in order to maintain what Harold Nicolson called the "statue of modesty":

The biographer should thus be careful not to permit his own personality to intrude too
markedly upon the personality that he is describing … He should constantly remind himself
that this is not an autobiography he is composing, but the life of someone else; the statue of
Modesty should dominate his study…[10]

Today, biographical studies recognises the impossibility of true objectivity. No matter how hard a
biographer tries to paint an unbiased portrait of his or her subject, the personality of the writer-self
invariably seeps onto the page by virtue of the decisions the biographer makes in telling the tale.
Whether they like it or not, biographers are constituted within their studies as both the subject and object
performing the enunciating act. Like the ventriloquist and the marionette, it is through the biographer that
the subject "speaks" yet the voice is subordinate to the biographer's resolve as to whether or not it ought
to be heard.

"New Biographers" recognise the incongruity of the genre. [11] One part theorist, one part biographer
and another part novelist, these writers have sought to make use of, and challenge, the double entendre
that comes with their profession - that is, the seductive mode of self-telling within the pretext of telling the
other. Rather than adopting the traditional model of the life, times and death - told under the pretence of
journalistic objectivity - the New Biographer combines postmodernism (the mistrust of "truth," "history"
and the fragmentation of the "self") with the apparatuses of fiction to construct new modes of telling and

to provide a means through which to negotiate the self/other exchange. In Louisa (1987), Brian Matthews
"invents" a biographer-self (him/self) to navigate and guide the reader through his study of Henry
Lawson's mother. [12] Recognising that "some vestiges of the narrating self will invade the notionally
objective record," Matthews offers an "Alternative Text" to steer the reader through the biography. [13]
This exists alongside the main biographical detail, providing commentary on the "evidence" at hand and
shedding light on the various omissions and inclusions made in reconstructing Henry Lawson's mother.

Julian Barnes' fictive biography Flaubert's Parrot (1984) is a hybrid blend of fact and fiction in which the
lines between biographer and self, self and subject are cleverly blurred. [14] By coupling biographical

data on Flaubert with a narrative that details the biographer's own search for the subject, Flaubert's

Parrot examines the forces that drive biographers to search out particular aspects of a subject's life and,



more importantly, the effect this has on the telling of the tale. In chasing a dead Flaubert through
France, Geoffrey Braithwaite finds himself consumed by the need to rationalise the death of his wife.
This leads him into tracking the relationship between Flaubert and his seldom-mentioned lover Juliet
Herbert, as part of Braithwaite's desire to heal his own personal problems. Here, we have the biographer
explicitly determining what the reader will know about the subject, through the autobiographical narrative
of what the biographer knows (and needs to know) about himself.

It is Richard Holmes' Footsteps , however, that most eruditely examines the motives that drives the

biographer into pursuit. An intricate auto/biographical portrait, Footsteps traces not simply the "prints" left
behind by the subject/s in question (in this case Robert Louis Stevenson, William Wordsworth, Mary
Wollstonecraft and Gérard de Nerval) but also the processes of self-identification that the biography feels
with each. In this, Holmes articulates the "indefinable" of biography; that is the lure that first draws the
biographer to the subject. Relating it to a form of "love affair," he terms the early stages of the self/other
attraction as "pre-biographic" or "hero- or heroine worship." [15] Writing about his experience as a young
man tracking Robert Louis Stevenson's footsteps through France, Holmes says:

I now see that I went straight into that phase with Stevenson, passionately identifying with
what I saw as his love of bohemian adventuring, getting out "on the road," and sharing with
him his delight in all things French, original eccentric. [16]

Later, however, he comes to see his relationship with Stevenson as something different:

My real reasons for self-identification I now see as rather different: they involved the
confrontation with religious upbringing, Stevenson's Calvinism having some equivalence to
my Catholicism. They also involved a natural struggle to free myself from parental influences.
[17]

As with love, in Holmes' biography, passion and emotion come first, to be followed later by a need to
analyse the reasons why. But, as Holmes asserts, before this can happen, there needs to be that primal
connection, that place somewhere between here and there that enables the biographer to step into his or
her darkest places and understand why he or she needs to write. It is only then that something near to
"honest biography" can be produced.

As these works demonstrate, biography is performative, as much as it is about the recovering of a life.
"New Biographers" like Matthews, Barnes and Holmes no longer see biography simply as an objective
discourse, told exclusively in the third-person, and driven by the illogic of "facts." [18] Instead, they see it
as somewhere between writing and performance, dancing between the lines, skipping over the borders
and, occasionally, welding together the cracks in an effort to plot new cultural histories and new ways of
seeing. Biography is not only observed, it is experienced and felt. Indeed, as Richard Hutch has noted,

biography is corporeal, with the Greek root of the term found in bios, or "the biological life of the body."

[19] Graphy denotes a process or form of representation, writing or recording, stemming from the Greek

graphos which, in turn, becomes "life-writing that lends cultural form to embodied
self-understanding."[20]

Biographies like this stimulate dialogue; they encourage "ceaseless discussion." Rather than acting-out
the finale of the subject's life, this new breed demonstrates that subjectivity is open-ended. They show
that "the production of meaning in biographical form is a powerful force in shaping and reshaping
cultural memory" and that biography is subject to the influences and demands not just of the subject
who speaks, but also of the subject that writes. [21] It is through biography like this that we (re)member.
And it is through these biographies that we are able to (re)member ourselves.

bleed through

My new project, (from which I have included an excerpt at the end of this paper), is still about Edith and
Katharine, yet it is, I hope, about something else as well. It is about the praxis of writing biography and of
constructing histories. It uses a blend of creative and critical discourse and attempts to work toward a
circular theory of writing the self through the guise of the other. It looks at what makes a biography, at
how one writes biography, and perhaps most importantly, how the biographer interacts with the subject/s
under consideration. Biography, I have discovered, is as much a chimerical process of (re)discovering the
present as it is about (re)tracing the past, and biographers, whether they like it or not, are both inside
and outside the text.



Re-starting, has been difficult and, as I have tried to work through the reasons why, I have determined it
is because I have been running away from the very thing I have been so keen to write about - my self.
Despite recognising that I am embedded in my retelling of Edith and Katharine, I have shied away. It is
difficult to break out of the mold. Remember, "the self is not supposed to be in biography at all." [22]

And yet, as I said in the beginning, I do want to break away from old conventions…

The extract I have included re-imagines a scene between Katharine and Edith following the discovery
that Robert Browning has exposed the secret behind the voice of "Michael Field." While the couple left
behind millions of words in the form of letters and diaries, nowhere did they record this scene; it is a
fictive reconstruction, my (re)imagining. The letter Katharine writes is real. The British Library holds the
original. The rest, however, is mine.

One of my primary interests in Edith and Katharine is the contemporary representation of the pair as
lesbians. With Edith and Katharine never quite saying what they were (or were not), yet with their
language pulsing with a sexual and spiritual heat, there is much room for interpretation, and for
imagining.

In the New Biography, the biographer is permitted to play. In the New Biography, the biographer is
permitted to play not only with her subjects, but also with ideas of herself.

England. Long Ago

Katharine Harris Bradley had had enough. In a moment of rarity, she was tired of talking and more tired
of listening. James with his roomy loud voice, her sister Lissie - weary and sick - (dearest Lissie,
nowadays she was always weary and sick) - Amy, dear lovely, giggling Amy, and Edith. Yes, and then
Edith. Katharine had, quite simply, had enough. She pushed away her plate, opened her mouth to
speak, and then just as firmly closed it again, before abruptly leaving the table.

She was sure only her niece had noticed her go.

The heady tumble of chatter streamed away from her as she walked down the paneled hall and into her
brother-in-law's study, stuffed full of books he'd never read and rank with his smell, a mustardy, mannish
blend of tobacco, newsprint, and wood shavings. James, so she thought, was a simple man. When
asked to list his hobbies on a registration form, he had written woodcarving, farming, oaken settees,
ancestral chairs, and, pond-life. The last Katharine found particularly apt. She did not always think
James a good match for her sister. Nevertheless, she loved him occasionally, and when so, dearly. The
times in which she sat in his chair precipitated moments of love.

He had carved them a queenly throne. Berries and blossoms teased through the woodwork, reminding
Katharine of the stream of thorny roses that ran over the trellises outside the family home. Like the heady
aromatic flavours of the garden, the chair was a still-breathing example of the poetry they were creating -
in life and in work [23] .

With great purpose, and perhaps a greater sense of history, she sat down on the cushioned seat, and
carefully selected a pen and paper to begin something she never dreamt she would do. She sat down to

write Robert Browning - author of The Ring and the Book, husband of Elizabeth, master of verse, veteran
saint - a polite (and yet firm) letter of admonishment.

Dear Mr. Browning…

It is said the Athenaeum was taught by you to use the feminine pronoun…I write to you to beg

you to set the critics on a wrong track. [24]

Katharine hesitated. She bit her lip, then continued:

We each know that you mean good to us: and are persuaded you thought that by "our secret"

we meant the dual authorship. The revelation of that would indeed be utter ruin to us; but the

report of lady authorship will dwarf and enfeeble our work at every turn. Like the poet Gray we

shall never "speak out". We must be free to work as dramatists to work out in the open-air of

nature - exposed to her vicissitudes, witnessing her terrors: we cannot be stifled in drawing



room conventionalities…

Oh with a word you can persuade the critics you have been tricking them: the heart of the

mystery is not plucked out. [25] .

She paused again. She had been told many times she was quick-tempered; too hasty, too rash. This
letter must be controlled, it must be reasoned, she thought. But then, then again, it needed to be
honest. Their very lives depended on it. She picked up the pen and finished.

Besides, you are robbing us of real criticism - such as man gives man. We want to listen like that old poet

of yours who and quite still, knew all that happened…you, our Father Poet, will help us to keep free of

tourists" prying feet.

In respectful entreaty, I am faithfully yours,

Katharine Bradley [26]

Katharine looked at the signature. Was the "K" large enough? Was it dwarfed by the size of the "t'? It
was her first letter to Mr. Browning, on her own, signed by her, and despite her distress, she found she
cared for what he thought. Ordinarily, she found her handwriting girlish; like lattice-work, it was all loops
and curves, round and regular, not angular like Edith's. Edith's writing, if you weren't familiar with it,
could sometimes prove more difficult to read; quite like the girl herself.

As she sat looking at her print, trying to determine whether it served as fitting script for a poet, the study
door opened. A figure slipped through and the door clicked behind.

Katharine didn't turn around. She knew what would come. She sat silently and waited. Soon, hot breath
warmed the nape of her neck. Two arms snaked around her body, one slipping over the slope of her
shoulder, the other between her waist and her arm, meeting to catch the swell of her belly. The fingers
were long and tapered. They were pianist's fingers, Katharine thought, as she watched them burrow into
the folds of her dress.

Together, they were quiet.
How perfect they noted, both consciously and not; how poetic.
And then, the voice came. The breath had gathered itself.
"Have you finished?"
The words pushed at the base of Katharine's hairline, blowing at the little hairs across her neck. She felt
her skin stand to attention.
She nodded slowly.
"Do let me read it," the voice continued.
Katharine handed over the letter without turning around. She allowed her fingertips to linger in the
exchange but didn't say a word. There was noise enough already.
Instead, she waited for the response that would come.
"Oh Sim Darling, it's everything we spoke about. I should never have been able to say it like this. It's
pressing and it's urgent, yet commands a sense of servitude, which I think he should like. It is, quite
simply, perfect."
Katharine smiled. She was pleased. She was glad it was right.
And then:
"But my Love, the King is I fear, still without his crown. There is, ought I say, something missing,
something still to be added."
In her mind's eye, Katharine saw a slight frown form as her comrade considered the letter; she felt the
pressure of thought as small teeth weighed down onto lips, and imagined, ever so briefly, the soft pull
those teeth could make on the scape of her skin.

Yes, my love it does.
And then the music began again.

"What about this? After the line "speak out" - see here, halfway through - write this: And we have many

things to say that the world will not tolerate from a woman's lips. [27] Write that. What do you think? With
that, he must help, he must fix up his mistake. His memory allows him to do little else."

Katharine added the new line. Two had spoken as one. Now it was perfect. Never could there be any

other way. This, she repeated, was perfect . She looked at the scribbles, the birthmarks that stitched two

halves together into whole. Their whole. Her whole. Seamless.
She would copy the letter in the morning, on a finer stationary, using the new seal they'd bought on
Friday. It would go nicely with the pale envelopes.



Perhaps this time she would make the "K" bigger too?
Then, the voice rose for her again.
"Now dear Sim, let's to bed. There is much we must do tomorrow. Already I feel as though I cannot bear
it, and yet, and yet…."
Katharine turned around and faced her niece to watch the voice trail off. She felt the warm of her belly
stir.
To bed then Pretty Pussie, she murmured quietly, deep in the softness of her Love's downy neck.
Yes, my Darling, to bed, the Puss purred.
Together, they wound down the gas lamp, fingers one unto the other, until the room slipped into a
soup-skin of darkness.
And then, all around, it was black, but not blind. The deep heat had left a soft glow, lighting their bodies
in spirit if not in mind.
Then, quite quickly, in the midst of that moody pitch, it came.
Edith's hand, it was there, fingers pressed hard into the hollow of her back. The taller woman was
pushing at Katharine's body with the strength of her own. The sharp corner of the satinwood desk edged
its way into the fleshiness of Katharine's thigh. She felt herself fall deeper, deeply against the hardness
of the wood, resisting and yet yielding her body toward the warmth of her Love's. And then, out of the
darkness, came a whisper:

I toss my head, and so does he; (her fingers were tangled up in her curls)

What tricks he dares to play on me! (caressing her skin)

I touch the ivy in my hair; (dancing upon her cheek)

Ivy he has and finger there. (across her chin)

The spiteful thing to mock me so! (trailing down the length of her neck)

I will outdance him ! Ho, ho, ho! [28] (to land softly at her breast)
Elsewhere, a pair of lips rained kisses.
Elsewhere, a poet lay dying.

***

Early afternoon. Now. (Then). A woman reads over a packet of letters, written long ago by poets now
dead, lying cold, far away from the land that she lives. She picks at the page bearing his name, their
name, her name, and wonders purposelessly, how to talk to the dead.

She pours herself a glass of wine and swirls the liquid, allowing it to splash across the round of her
palm. Red wine always reminds her of blood, and of bleeding. She thinks back to Edith. Edith had once
said of George Meredith that the novelist rarely wrote a letter without the word blood in it. The writer, who
spent most of his life stitching together bodies in imaginary surgical spaces had spent, so it seemed,
much of his own in an epistolary corporeal mess, slowly seeping away at the seams.

…whose blood spins round and round … blood power … as if blood were in your lines ...

She is trying to write a history, yet she hesitates to name it as such. She tries to begin with the days she
thinks may have led to the first, trying carefully to abstain from fiction so as to remain true to the
parameters that give rise to her profession. She isn't sure what she will find. She isn't sure how she will
write it, of what she should say. Playing with pasts always means meeting with presence. What she does
know is that she needs to begin.

She takes a deep breath and she reads (or is it writes?).

Dear Michael Field…

The words are intoxicating.
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